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Guyana, Suriname, and French Guiana are among the least-known places in South America: nine

hundred miles of muddy coastline giving way to a forest so dense that even today there are virtually

no roads through it; a string of rickety coastal towns situated between the mouths of the Orinoco

and  Rivers, where living is so difficult that as many Guianese live abroad as in their homelands; an

interior of watery, green anarchy where border disputes are often based on ancient Elizabethan

maps, where flora and fauna are still being discovered, where thousands of rivers remain mostly

impassable. And under the lens of John Gimletteâ€”brilliantly offbeat, irreverent, and cannyâ€”these

three small countries are among the most wildly intriguing places on earth.On an expedition that will

last three months, he takes us deep into a remarkable world of swamp and jungle, from the hideouts

of runaway slaves to the vegetation-strangled remnants of penal colonies and forts, from â€œLittle

Parisâ€• to a settlement built around a satellite launch pad. He recounts the complicated, often

surprisingly bloody, history of the regionâ€”including the infamous 1978 cult suicide at

Jonestownâ€”and introduces us to its inhabitants: from the worldâ€™s largest ants to fluorescent

purple frogs to head-crushing jaguars; from indigenous tribes who still live by sorcery to

descendants of African slaves, Dutch conquerors, Hmong refugees, Irish adventurers, and Scottish

outlaws; from high-tech pirates to hapless pioneers for whom this stunning, strangely beautiful world

(â€œa sort of X-rated Garden of Edenâ€•) has become home by choice or by force.In Wild Coast,

John Gimlette guides us through a fabulously entertaining, eye-openingâ€”and sometimes

jaw-droppingâ€”journey.
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â€œTo the admirably (or alarmingly) fearless Gimlette, the Guianas remain a terrain of matchless

allure . . . He has written a spirited historical, political and personal travelogue guaranteed to arouse

the adventurous readerâ€™s wanderlust . . . It offers a gorgeously vivid depiction of one of the last

untamed places on the planet.â€•â€”New York Times Book ReviewÂ â€œAn engaging odyssey . . .

Gimlette shows the region to be endlessly fascinating, if often in a dark way, [and] summarizes

sweeps of history with a quinine-dry wit . . . His books manage the neat trick of making the globe

feel supremely vast and mysterious once again. He does this in part by writing a narrative that

sounds as if it had been penned by an Edwardian explorerâ€”you can almost envision his pith

helmetâ€”but also by crafting a superb travelersâ€™ tale in which yesterday has far more ballast and

heft than the fleeting happenings of today.â€•â€”Wall Street Journalâ€œWild Coast is the best kind of

travel writing: tough-minded and humorous, but above all thoughtful.â€•â€”Times Literary

Supplement (UK)â€œWild Coast is funny, intelligent, revelatory.â€•â€”Joseph Oâ€™Neill, author of

Netherlandâ€œGimletteâ€™s first South American travel book, At the Tomb of the Inflatable Pig,

captured with great wit and learning the quirkiness of Paraguay. He has now produced a no less

remarkable portrait of the highly idiosyncratic countries known collectively as Guiana . . . Wild Coast

is driven by extraordinary dedication, an insatiable curiosity in everything, and an enormous

empathy for other people. Gimletteâ€™s descriptions of landscapes are often hauntingly beautiful,

his sense of humour is engagingly dead-pan . . . His book is also characterised by a thoroughness

of research that puts most travel writers to shame . . . In lesser hands, such richness of texture and

abundance of learning might have led to indigestion on the readerâ€™s part. But Gimlette manages

to steer through all the material with a great lightness of touch, skillfully weaving the personal

narrative into a lucid and lively account of a multi-cultural history . . . Particularly memorable are his

incisive portraits of the many crazed, tragic, and eccentric figures associated with these lands . . . All

in all, Wild Coast is a reminder not just of the magnificent and endless strangeness of South

America, but also of the way in which travel literature can still fulfil its role of bringing to life some of

the worldâ€™s unjustly neglected corners.â€•â€”The Spectator (UK)â€œA completely fascinating

book. It opens up a forgotten corner of the world with tremendous flair and shrewd observation.â€•

â€”William Boyd, author of Any Human Heartâ€œA wonderfully entertaining account of a journey

through one of the worldâ€™s least-known places . . . Gimlette, an insatiably curious storyteller,

revels in the strange mix of people and traditions . . . Amid vivid descriptions of torrential rivers and



golden grasslands that are home to some of the planetsâ€™ largest ants, otters, and fish, the author

recalls encounters with a stunning variety of intriguing characters . . . Colorful and immensely

readable.â€•â€”Kirkus Reviews (starred)Â â€œA few pages into his excellent new book, Wild Coast,

John Gimlette tries to convey the forbiddingly impenetrable nature of his subject, the Guianas of

northeastern South America, a nettlesome tangle of swamp, lowlands, crisscrossing creeks and

rivers so resistant to navigation or settlement that the landscape remains one of the wildest, most

unknown territories on the globe . . . These are words to quicken the pulse of the armchair traveler,

for whom no landscape resonates quite like the exotic, the hard to get to, the uncharted . . .

Between cellphones, Google Earth, and jumbo jets, it seems thereâ€™s nowhere in the world left to

explore, but [writers like] John Gimlette prove that travel books still have something to tell

us.â€•â€”The Daily BeastÂ â€œThe pages provide a rollicking, witty and informed account of what

crawls out of the Guianasâ€™ jungles into the authorâ€™s path. Armed with a rucksack and a keen

sense of the absurd, Gimlette drives, flies and floats through Guyana, Suriname, and French

Guiana . . . The author has an uncanny ability to nail down his characters with a few well-chosen

words . . . But the bookâ€™s real strength lies not in the living, but the dead . . . Gimlette brings

history to life. He artfully merges assiduous research with a storytellerâ€™s gift, presenting the

reader with a catalogue of loveable rogues, inveterate explorers, eccentric naturalists, and idealistic

romantics. These stories provide more than just a good yarn. They offer a door into the darker

aspects of the Guianasâ€™ pastâ€”and thereby a window on to much of the present.â€•â€”The

Guardian (UK)Â â€œGimlette leads us where few Europeans venture, beating a path through the

jungle to find the juiciest tidbits of Guianaâ€™s myth and history . . . This is a meaty and unusual

travelogue.â€•â€”Associated PressÂ Â Â 

John Gimlette has won the Shiva Naipaul Memorial Prize and the Wanderlust Travel Writing Award,

and he contributes regularly to The Times (London), The Guardian, The Telegraph, The

Independent, and CondÃ© Nast Traveller. When not traveling, he practices law in London.

Interesting description of Guyana, Surinam and French Guiana. Author spends most of his time in

Guyana. Particularly interesting account of the Jones Massacre. Likewise Devils Island in French

/Guiana. The author's main thrust is recounting historical events which occurred in the various

countries, visiting the actual sites and gaining information from the locals. This proved to be

somewhat repetitive at times. Nonetheless an enlightening look at a little known area of the planet



I like this book. Some parts, I love 'em! Yet, it is not a perfect book, and I believe that he author

enjoys picturing these lands in a darker way than they really are. I love they way the author

describes the cities, the villages, and the land. I love how he creatively depicts all the characters he

encounters along the way - a mixture of thieves, scums, workers, politicians that seem to blend all

together in these three countries. I also loved the research done by the author before travelling to

these countries, telling us a lot about the history and the "why" things are what they are today.Yet,

as an anthropologist I feel that sometimes he over-simplistically tries to judge what people do. And

he has a negative outlook that makes these people look more like damned souls than normal

people. He seems to deny these people the opportunity to be happy and to actually enjoy their

lifestyle - perhaps all the people he met had problems?Also, I can see his interest in describing

everything negatively from the use of adjectives (dark, ghostly, haunted) that he often uses even for

describing the pristine rain forest.But, you know, everyone has his/her biases, and they certainly

don't spoil the enjoyment out of what is a welcome addition to the (poor) collection of books on

Guayana, Suriname, and French Guyana.If you like travel literature, you will enjoy this book.

i've read all of Gimlette's books and they all enlighten and entertain.these are not 'travel' books in

the traditional sense. you won't learn about how to get cheap flights or hotels but you will learn

plenty about local history and people, good and bad. in 'Wild Coast', i learned about the complex

(and ultimately tragic) history of slavery, Amerindians and European colonists of three small south

american countries:Guyana, Suriname and French Guiana.Gimlette travels deep into the interior

where not even the locals want to go. he follows the paths of earlier explorers but brings history right

up to the present and its lasting impacts. of course, there are historical figures but also present day

characters, and they are all colorful real people. the land (along with its flora and myriad crawlies) is

described in detail and let me admit that it did not inspire me to go there. Gimlette has surely taken

me to those places. it was a wild ride which in fact completed just a couple of days ago.

Gimlette took me to three places I had not even dreamed of before. Yes, we've all heard of the

strange South American jungles, and read a little about them in books like "Fordlandia." But we've

yet to meet the strange people who prowl those dark, fusty places.Gimlette changes that.

Colonizers, slaves, tribe members, some wacky adventurers -- they are fully introduced and explain

how these three countries remain as mysterious as they were hundreds of years ago. And by

adding details of his own travels, Gimlette shows you what a trip to the dark side would be like

today. I, for one, was glad to read about it, although being alongside him as he tread through the



underbrush is not the way I'd like to spend my summer vacation.It's a great read, especially in light

of today's news of the quest for oil off the South American coast. History could definitely repeat

itself. Read "Wild Coast" and you'll see what I mean.

After reading the blurbs on the back cover and inside jacket, one would assume that this is a tale of

high adventure and exciting exploits, sprinkled with wit and humor...not quite.The author's intent and

gutsy undertakings are to be commended but the redundant theme of gruesome atrocities and

brutalities wears away on the reader. These were horrific acts of human nature and we should be

aware of these butcheries and bloodbaths on both sides of the slavery issue, but again, this subject

matter is overdone.Taken as a whole, it is a good history of a land few dare to venture but do not

expect thrilling, attention-grabbing content.

I purchased this book as research for a two week trip to Guyana and Suriname I just returned from.

The author had me staying up late and reading through the night. I loved this book. I can't wait to

get his other books. This book is totally worth reading, even if you're not traveling to the wild coast.

John Gimlette's an intrepid explorer, heading off to forgotten parts of the world to inspect them in

detail. He's written a great book about Paraguay, and now tackles an even less visited corner, the

Guyanas and Suriname. While he makes some parts of these countries sound interesting and,

perhaps, intriguing, they don't come across as inviting - and so his travels, and the book that's come

from it, lets us learn from and vicariously experience his travel from the comfort of home - a good

book for the armchair traveller.

This is a very interesting read taking the reader into a part of the world we don't hear much about.

The mighty rivers, vast Savannahs, races of people who live there, and the history surrounding it all,

including Jones Town, is fascinating.
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